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ROCK CLIMBING 
 
The student will be active and prepared daily for physical activity. The student will be able to properly put on a harness and identify 

safety issues. 

The student will be able to safely set up to belay another student. The student will identify and use the proper terms for all 
equipment needed for climbing. 

The student will know how to set up the rock wall so it can be 
safely climbed. 

The student will be able to make a figure eight knot and be able to 
tie in. 

 
 
Terms 
 

Anchor- An arrangement of several pieces of gear set up to support the weight of a belay or top rope. 

Barn-door- If a climber has only two points of contact using either the right or left side of his body, the other half may swing 

uncontrollably out from the wall like a door on a hinge. 

Belay- To protect a roped climber from falling by passing the rope through, or around, any type of friction enhancing belay 

device. Before belay devices were invented, the rope was simply passed around the belayer's hips to create friction. 

Belay device- A mechanical device used to create friction when belaying by putting bends in the rope.  

Belay on- Command called by the belayer to confirm belay has been applied to climbing rope.  

Buttress- A prominent feature that juts out from a rock or mountain. 

Carabineer- Metal rings with spring-loaded gates, used as connectors. Usually oval or roughly D shaped.  

Chalk- A compound used to improve grip by absorbing sweat.  

Chalk bag- A hand-sized holder for a climber's chalk that is usually carried on a chalk belt for easy access during a climb. 

Climbing area- A region that is plentiful with climbing routes. 

Climbing command- A short phrase used for communication between a climber and a belayer. 

Clipping in- The process of attaching to belay lines or anchors for protection. 

Crank- To pull on a hold as hard as possible. 

Crimp- A hold which is only just big enough to be grasped with the tips of the fingers. The process of holding onto a crimp. 

Daisy chain- A special purpose type of sling with multiple sewn, or tied, loops used to anchor the belayer to the ground.  

Down climb- To descend by climbing downward, typically after completing a climb. 

Eliminate- A term from bouldering describing a move or series of moves in which either certain holds are placed 'off bounds' 

or other artificial restrictions are imposed. 

Gaston- A climbing grip using one hand with the thumb down and elbow out. The grip maintains friction against a hold by 

pressing outward toward the elbow.  

Harness- A safety device that is worn around the legs and waist of both the climber and belayer.  This is used to attach the 

climber to the rope and the belayer to the rope and ground.   

Hold- A place to temporarily cling, grip, jam, press, or stand in the process of climbing.  

Jug hold- A large, easily held hold. Also known simply as a jug.  

Locking carabineer- A carabineer with a locking gate, to prevent accidental release of the rope.  

Mantle- A move used to surmount a ledge or feature in the rock in the absence of any useful holds directly above. It involves 

pushing down on a ledge or feature instead of pulling down.  

Match- To use one hold for two limbs, or to switch limbs on a particular hold.  

Move- Application of a specific climbing technique to progress on a climb.  

Rope- A basic item of climbing equipment that physically connects the climber to the belayer. 

Route- The path of a particular climb.  

Side pull- A hold that needs to be gripped with a sideways pull towards the body.  

Slack- Portion of rope that is not taut, preferably minimized during belay.  

Smearing- To use friction on the sole of the climbing shoe, in the absence of any useful footholds.  
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Spotting- A method of protection commonly used during bouldering or before the leader has placed a piece of protection. The 

spotter stands beneath the climber, ready to absorb the energy of a fall and direct him away from any hazards.  

Traverse- To climb in a horizontal direction.  

 

Climbing Commands 

-Before you climb 

-Check each other’s knots & carabineers  

Commands: 

Climber: Belay?  

Belayer: Belay on. 

Climber: Climbing? 

Belayer: Climb on. 

Coming back down 

Commands: 

Climber: Falling? 

Belayer: Fall away. 

-Place both hands on the rope attached to you. 

-Place feet flat against the wall 

-Sit back in the harness 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Glossary_of_climbing_terms#B

